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The tails of temperature change distributions can 

matter, but how are we to estimate and use them?

IPCC (2007): AR4 WGI Box 10.2 Figure 1

Temperature change (degrees C) from doubling CO2
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The methods used to produce a best guess are 

not necessarily the methods that best estimate 

the probability of less likely outcomes.

Climate 
model

Different parameterizations 
produce different output Which can be 

weighted by 
comparison with 
climate data

What about biases 
present in every 
parameterization?

What if matching 
this record is not a 
great predictor of 
future behavior?
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Outline
• Feedback probability results (Journal of Climate, 

2010)

– Prior beliefs about models are crucial for climate 

sensitivity distributions 

• Climate-carbon feedbacks (Journal of Geophysical 

Research, 2010)

– Estimation: Orbital forcing as an instrument

– Results: Millennial-scale feedbacks are 

significantly positive.

Current projects include integrating tipping point 

possibilities into economic models of climate change.4 of 20



Developing feedback distributions 

from models’ estimates
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Temperature change is a function of 

non-dimensional feedback factors.

Change in radiative
forcing due to 
doubling CO2:
4 W/m2

Sensitivity of climate to 
change in radiative forcing 
in absence of feedbacks: 
0.32 K/(W/m2)

Change in 
equilibrium 
temperature

When positive, fraction of ultimate temperature 
change due to feedback process i 6 of 20



Feedbacks add linearly but drive warming 

nonlinearly.
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Challenges in estimating feedbacks

• Models too complex to be run over and over

• Don’t know extent to which models share biases

• Can’t model all processes

• Don’t know extent to which future warming world 

will resemble the past

• Empirical work hard, due to data availability and 

to inability to hold everything else constant
More on this in second half of 
talk
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Hierarchical methods have different levels 

of parameters, which determine how 

information flows.

+   Bias

Standard deviation:

Standard deviation:

No data for unknown/unmodeled
feedbacks

2) Shared bias: 
To what extent 
are models 
wrong in the 
same way?

3) Between-study 
variation (model-
specific bias)

4) Within-study variation

1) True value

5) Omitted feedbacks



Structural uncertainties are crucial for the tails of 

the temperature distribution.

Certain 
that 
models are 
complete 
and do not 
share 
biases

Possible 
that 
models are 
incomplete 
and share 
biases

The peak shifts 
left because the 
prior was 
centered around 0 
(no feedbacks).
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Learning experiments:

We can most effectively constrain the distributions by 

reducing the possibility of shared bias or by obtaining a set 

of observations without those same shared biases.

Number of 
models not 
limiting us

Omitted 
feedbacks not 
driving the tail

High value to 
narrowing the 
prior on shared 
bias

High value to 
obtaining 
another kind 
of estimate
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Estimating climate-carbon 

feedbacks from ice core data
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If we can estimate the effect of temperature on 

CO2, we can calculate the strength of climate-

carbon feedbacks.

Response of CO2 to 
unit increase in 
temperature: 
??? (ln ppm) K-1

Increase in radiative forcing due 
to unit increase in log CO2:
5.35 (W/m2) (ln ppm)-1Climate-

carbon 
feedback 
factor

Sensitivity of temperature to 
change in radiative forcing in 
absence of feedbacks:
0.315 K (W/m2)-1
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We can use orbital forcing to isolate the 

effect of CO2 on temperature from the 

effect of temperature on CO2.

CO2

IPCC 2007, Chapter 6

Ordinary Least 
Squares

Reality

1) Orbital 
variations affect 
temperature.

2) Orbital variations 
only affect CO2

through temperature.

Assumptions:

Instrumental 
variable
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Berger, 1978; Jouzel et al., 2007; Lüthi et al., 2008

Current CO2
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Coupled 
models’ 
predictions

Previous 
studies

Millennial

Century-scale

Estimated feedback strength is closer to that predicted by 
coupled models than to the predictions of previous 
paleoclimatic studies. Note: Estimated 

equations include lags.  
See paper for details.
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When we combine 
coupled models’ 
predictions with 
these estimates, we 
get a 70% chance 
that climate-carbon 
feedbacks are 
positive.

Both types 
of  data

Updated using 
coupled models

Updated using 
this paper’s 
estimates

Prior



Conclusions
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• Posterior distributions for feedbacks and climate sensitivity 

are especially sensitive to prior beliefs about models’ 

shared structural biases.

• These posterior distributions are best constrained by 

narrowing prior beliefs about shared biases or by obtaining 

estimates with uncorrelated biases.

• The hierarchical Bayes framework provides a means of 

updating beliefs as new models and techniques for 

validating them become available.

• Possible refinements:

a) Method for estimating how connected models may be

b) How to use (and optimize) information that is not a 

model’s best guess

Conclusions: Feedback probability
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• Orbital forcing provides a strong instrument. It produces 

positive feedback estimates in line with those of coupled 

climate-carbon cycle models.

• Climate-carbon feedback is not significantly different from 

0 on sub-millennial timescales.

• Estimation at sub-century timescales is limited by the 

density and extent of paleoclimatic data.

• Climate-carbon feedback is not a dominant source of 

uncertainty about future temperature change, but it does 

increase the probability of extreme outcomes.

• Possible refinement: Nonlinear relation between 

temperature and orbital forcing

Conclusions: Climate-carbon feedback


